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Hanycz to be inaugurated today

6WXGHQWVVWD௺DQG-HVXLWWUDGLWLRQKLJKOLJKWHGGXULQJZHHNRIHYHQWV
B Y A LEX B UDZYNSKI
Editor-in-Chief
Following a week of celebratory events, Dr. Colleen
Hanycz, president, will be installed as Xavier’s 35th president today in Cintas Center.
Her inauguration marks a historic changing of the guard,
as she becomes the first woman and layperson to serve in
the presidency.
“It’s been a generation
since Xavier has last had a
presidential
inauguration,
so it really is a moment to
pause and realize that it’s bigger than us,” Vice President
of Mission and Identity Dr.
Debra Mooney remarked.
“Now, (Hanycz) is more than
who she is. She’s representing
Xavier University.”
The Inauguration Committee was co-chaired by Mooney
and English professor Dr.
Niamh O’Leary. Together,
they oversaw the inauguration
proceedings, working with
over 100 students, faculty and
staff across the university to
execute a series of thoughtful

events.
Inauguration Week commenced on Saturday with
Xavier’s biannual Community Action Day (CAD), which
coincided with the National
Day of Service and Solidarity. More than 200 students
and their families were joined
by alumni across the nation
to pick up litter, plant trees,
stock food pantries and more.
Participants aided several nonprofit agencies around
Cincinnati, including local
chapters of the Irish Heritage
Society, Queen City Kitchen
and Stepping Stones. Alumni
also yielded truckloads of donations to Xavier’s food pantry for a “Stock The Store”
drive.
Moving from national community to immediate family,
Hanycz was joined by Xavier’s
resident Jesuits to host a continental breakfast for parents
and students on Sunday in
Cintas Center. Surrounded by
tasty pastries and warm comfort food, this event wrapped
up Family Weekend.
On Monday, faculty were

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI;DYLHU8QLYHUVLW\YLD)DFHERRN

'U &ROOHHQ +DQ\F] SUHVLGHQW LQYLWHG VWXGHQWV WR UHÁHFW RQ SXUSRVH DQG YRFDWLRQ DW 7XHVGD\·V ODLG
EDFN FDPSXV UHFHSWLRQ KHOG LQ *DOODJKHU 6WXGHQW &HQWHU 7KH HYHQW ZDV SDUW RI ,QDXJXUDWLRQ :HHN

in the spotlight during the
Academic Showcase and Reception. Faculty from all four
colleges reflected on the four
Universal Apostolic Preferences: “Showing the way
to God,” “Walking with the
Excluded,” “Journeying with
Youth” and “Caring for Our
Common Home.” A faculty
representative from each college shared how one of these
pillars of Jesuit discernment
manifests in the classroom.
Tuesday’s campus reception saluted the student experience, as Hanycz connected
with current students over
pizza rolls and mozzarella
sticks in Gallagher Student
Center. In addition to casual
mingling, she challenged students to think about their purpose and vocation.
“Vocation… is your response to a call that is bigger
than you, a call to use your
gifts and your strengths and
to make the world better,”
Hanycz said in her opening
remarks.
“When we talk about our
vocation in life, the idea is
that it is not about just me.
It is very much about others
and about making the world
3KRWRVFRXUWHV\RI;DYLHU8QLYHUVLW\YLD)DFHERRN
0XVNHWHHUV DQG WKHLU SDUHQWV FRQQHFWHG ZLWK WKH LQFRPLQJ around us better,” she conSUHVLGHQW WKLV ZHHNHQG GXULQJ WKH ELDQQXDO &RPPXQLW\ $FWLRQ 'D\ cluded. “Think deeply, discern

what God is calling you to and
commit to doing it.”
Attendees roamed the student center to three stations
which reflected the different
Jesuit values; giveaways included an inscribed journal
and a Xavier pen.
Yesterday afternoon, the
community congregated in
Bellarmine Chapel for the
Missioning Mass, the penultimate celebration of Inauguration Week.
Recognizing Xavier’s Jesuit
Catholic foundation, the Missioning Mass brought together multiple faith communities
to give thanks for the beauty
and joy of the week.
Rev. Karl Kiser, S.J., presided over the Mass, accompanied by more than a dozen
Jesuit priests — including Father Michael Graham, former
president.
A special blessing at the
conclusion of the ceremony
was extended to Hanycz by
representatives from Muslim,
Protestant, Jewish and Catholic communities. Together,
they invoked the virtues of
grace, wisdom and justice as
the university transitions into
a new presidency.
The Mass was also inspired by the theme of Inau-

guration Week, The Ignatian
Year, which commemorates
the 500th anniversary of Jesuit founder St. Ignatius of
Loyala’s conversion. After being injured during the Battle
of Pamplona, the nobleman
found God and sought a life in
service for others.
This afternoon’s culminating ceremony will begin with
a series of formal presentations succeeded by the official
missioning and installation
by Kiser, Graham and Vince
Caponi, chair of the board
of trustees. Hanycz will offer
a series of remarks as Xavier’s newly-installed president
with a reception to follow.
Numerous notable guests
will be present this afternoon, including Archbishop
of Cincinnati Rev. Dennis M.
Schnurr, Mayor of Cincinnati
John Cranley and presidents
from significant colleges and
universities, including Villanova University, Creighton
University, Thomas More
University, Mount Saint Joseph University and the University of Dayton.
Classes are cancelled from
12:45-3:45 p.m. so the entire
Xavier community can attend
the event, which begins at
1:30 p.m.
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XU welcomes families to campus

Thousands of families flood Xavier’s campus for the first time in two years

Photo courtesy of Xavier University via Facebook

Parents and students alike were serenaded at a concert from the
;DYLHU6LQJHUV7KHSHUIRUPDQFHZDVWKHLUÀUVWLQSHUVRQVLQFH

B Y K ATIE S ANCHEZ
6WDৼ:ULWHU

part of the show as you are.
It’s the most fun way to have
fun and showcase all of your
hard work,” Xavier Singers’
Sam Daly, a junior accounting
major, said.
Large
and
amped-up
crowds attended a plethora of campus sports events
last weekend, including the
marquee men’s soccer game
against Georgetown on Saturday night. The chilly fall
weather was not enough to
dim the enthusiasm of the
dozens of eager fans, even after the team’s loss.
The highlight of many
families’ weekends was Xavier Theatre’s production of
Mamma Mia. Four performances of the hit musical

dazzled audiences Thursday
through Sunday, with tickets selling out for most of the
performances.
The most exclusive and
anticipated event was the ever-popular Family Weekend
Bingo, which, despite the addition of a second 650-person
session for the first time ever,
had all spots fully booked days
before Family Weekend started.
Family Weekend also
kicked off President Colleen
Hanycz’s Inauguration Week
with Community Action Day,
part of Xavier’s National Day
of Service. More than 200
Xavier students, family members and staff —including Dr.
Hanycz — dedicated the day
to serving at a variety of locations in the Greater Cincinnati Area.
The Presidential Inauguration Week continued on
Sunday morning as hundreds
of students and their families
met Hanycz at the President
and Jesuit Community Brunch
in Cintas Center.
Families packed Bellarmine
Chapel during several masses
on Sunday, symbolizing the
vivacity of Xavier’s Jesuit
tradition throughout generations.
“This was my third Family Weekend. I have so many
fun memories of coming here
when I was younger, so it’s
great to finally be able to be
back,” Kat Blandford, a current high school student who
has one sister who is an XU
alum and another who currently attends Xavier, said.

The first Family Weekend
in two years brought thousands of people to Xavier’s
campus last weekend for three
days of fun, entertainment
and unity.
Nearly 5,000 individuals
from more than 1,500 families
attended the largest Family
Weekend in Xavier’s history
for the first since 2019.
“With that many people,
that’s almost the number we
have here full time. We almost
doubled our campus size,”
Deborah Ekeke, assistant director of leadership and activities for the Office of Student
Involvement (OSI), commented. The OSI organizes Family
Weekend each fall.
“We’re just happy that we
were able to accommodate everyone. All of the events, as
far as we know, went smoothly,” she added.
Family Weekend kicked off
with a bang on Friday night
as families packed the Cintas
Center to get a sneak peek
at Xavier men’s and women’s
basketball teams during Musketeer Madness.
Brisk fall weather greeted
the thousands of attendees
who roamed campus on Saturday as they enjoyed all of
the events of the day, including brunch at the Hoff Dining Commons and the Family
Fall Festival, which included
inflatables, games and caramel
apples for all.
Many Xavier organizations were thrilled to welcome
friends and family to their
events. Xavier Singers and
AcaBellas packed Gallagher
Student Center with audience
members as they held their
first live concert in a year.
These groups were ecstatic
to play in front of real crowds
again after a year of atypical
performances.
“There’s simply nothing
Photo courtesy of Xavier University via Facebook
like performing live for an au- Students and families had the opportunity to meet the iconic Fr. Al
dience that can be as much a Bischoff, affectionately known as “Father B” to the Muskie community.

“Having gone to Family
Weekend with both of my sis-

ters, it really allows me to see
what Xavier means to them.”

Photo courtesy of Xavier University via Facebook

Over 700 families attended a continental breakfast with the
Jesuit Community as well as with Dr. Hanycz on Sunday.

Photo courtesy of Xavier University via Facebook

Families enjoyed dozens of games and activities on the Xavier Yard on
Saturday, including caramel apples, “bullriding” on a pumpkin and more.

October 25, 2021
Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
B Y C HLOE S ALVESON

 Title IX Director Talia Mason discussed
the Green Dot Initiative and its next steps
in the university. The Green Dot Initiative
is a prevention program to address sexual
assault, dating and domestic violence and
stalking by equipping students to be active
bystanders.
 The Campus On and Off Living Committee, led by Sen. Saron Besara, met with
Dean of Students Jean Griffin to discuss
the gap between sexual health products
available to students and students’ knowledge of what is available.
 Chief Justice Andrew Geraghty and the
Constitution Committee met with Elizabeth Rumball, assistant director of orientation and transition, about decreasing
the number of senators in the Senate from
20 to 17. Rumball said that the number
of Senators didn’t need to change; rather,
the culture surrounding and within SGA
needed to change.
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CDI introduces new cohort program
Pilot program, set to open in 2022, will focus on inclusion around campus

B Y M ORGAN M ILES
6WDৼ:ULWHU
The Center for Diversity and Inclusion (CDI) announced the launch of a new
cohort pilot program. The
program’s purpose is to build
on the awareness, knowledge
and skills of Xavier students
that can be used to create inclusion and social change on
and off campus.
Rosalyn Collins, associate
director of the CDI, oversees
the program.
“Students are also able to
not only gain knowledge and
skills… but they also have
a space to build community
with other students,” Collins
explained.
Collins hopes that students
will reach out beyond the sessions and engage in social justice experiences off campus as
well.
Students will be able to
register for the program soon,
and faculty are encouraged to
recommend students for the
program. Starting in February 2022, the Diversity and
Inclusion Cohort Program
will feature six sessions.
Four of the sessions surround core topics, including exploration of identity
and understanding privilege.
Upon completion, students
will earn a diversity and inclusion certificate.
Service opportunities and
speaker series events are two
of the opportunities with
which the CDI will encourage

Photo courtesy of xavier.edu

Xavier’s Center for Diversity and Inclusion announced the launch of a new cohort program. The
program will focus on inclusion and social change on campus and will roll out in the spring semester.

students to engage. In addition to engagement, students
are expected to write a twopage reflection afterward. The
reflection is a way for students
to show that their newfound
awareness, knowledge and
skills are being applied or will
be applied.
“The final hope is after this
experience, students will apply what they have learned
and gained to their leadership
on Xavier’s campus and be-

yond in their careers and future communities/spheres of
influence,” Collins said.
The Diversity and Inclusion Cohort Program has
been in development for several years. Together, Collins
and Assistant Director of the
CDI Maria Merill tested the
program’s efficacy last fall.
Collins noted that she and
Merill asked students about
their experiences on campus
regarding diversity and inclu-

sion.
They also received feedback on the program’s structure and topics.
“The
responses
were
eye-opening, and our team
further recognized that a program like this would be important for our campus,” Collins added.
Collins and her team also
applied for the Truth, Racial
Healing and Reconciliation
Grant, which allowed them

to hire a graduate assistant to
support the program.
Additionally, the program
is partnered with the University of Cincinnati Women’s
Gender and Sexuality Studies
department.
The final curriculum and
program structure are still
unknown to students, but Collins assured she and her team
are working on a final curriculum and official organization.
Collins noted that in the
past, the CDI had many workshop sessions open to not only
students but anyone on campus. She aims to build onto
the sessions and series so that
each workshop connects to
one another.
“I wanted students to get a
wealth of knowledge and do
it in a cohort space that created bravery to talk about these
topics and allowed opportunities for authentic connection,”
Collins said.
Collins’ inspirations for
the new program were other
training programs on campus
involving the CDI, such as the
CDI’s Safer Zone. As for now,
Collins has fairly simple expectations for the program.
“We are just looking forward to an awesome pilot for
the spring semester starting
this upcoming February,” she
said.
Interested students should
reach out to Collins or complete an interest form. Students can access the form by
scanning the QR code on flyers around campus.

Pro-life display defaced on campus
B Y M O J UENGER AND
H UNTER E LLIS
3ULQWDQG0XOWLPHGLD0DQDJLQJ(GLWRUV
An LED display reading “Pro Woman, Pro Life,”
co-sponsored by two Xavier
clubs, appeared outside Hailstones Hall around 8 p.m.
Wednesday night. By 2 a.m.,
the signage had been defaced.
The display featured balloons and signage from Xavier’s chapters of Students for
Life (S4L) and the Network of
Enlightened Women (NeW).
The signage also displayed the
name of national organization
Feminists for Life, which does
not have a chapter on Xavier’s
campus.
According to the event details on EngageXU, the display was posted during a joint
event from 7-9 p.m., hosted by
S4L and NeW.
“Students for life and NeW
are partnering for an evening
memorial to honor the lives of
unborn children lost to abortion and to hear more about
what ‘pro-woman is pro-life’
means from Brenna Lewis,”
the event description read.

In 2018, a Students for Life chalk
last
night
targeted
another
display

The event was attended by
over 30 students. A member
of the group requested that
members notify a S4L officer
if they saw anybody attempting to dismantle or vandalize
their display.
Last night’s incident has
already been reported to the
Bias Advisory and Response
Team (BART), which currently has no full-time chair and
four open seats. Two interim
chairs, Title IX and Interpersonal Violence Coordinator
Kate Lawson and English
professor Dr. Lisa Odom, cur-

message was vandalized and
associated
with
the
group,

rently lead the force.
XUPD was dispatched to
the scene of the vandalism at
3:26 a.m. and arrived at approximately 3:35 a.m.
The responding officer declined to provide an official
comment but noted that there
were no cameras surveying
the site of the incident.
As of 3:40 a.m., two XUPD
officers were in the process of
reassembling the display.
This incident is not the
first act of vandalism on
Xavier’s campus in recent
years, nor is it the first act

reported to BART.
harkening
back
to

specifically targeting pro-life
groups on campus.
In October 2018, S4L created a chalk display that was
subsequently erased by a
group of students using hot
water.
The current president of
S4L, Carson Rayhill — then a
first-year member of the club
— hoped the messages would
“inspire a respect for life and
all types of people with loving
and encouraging messages.”
Dubbed “Messages of
Love” by the organization,
a few of the photographed

Newswire photo by Hunter Ellis

A vandalism
the
2018

incident
incident.

chalk phrases read: “Two
heartbeats, both matter” and
“Pregnancy center helps…”
Many of the messages became unreadable after the
vandalism.
A report was filed to BART
in 2018. The group investigated the incident, but it was not
identified as a bias incident.
Rather, BART deferred the incident to the dean of students
and the conduct process.
“While inappropriate and
hurtful, the incident has to
do more with ideological disagreement,” BART stated.
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Supply chain turmoil, explained

Supply chains are disrupted, inflation is rampant and inequality is increasing
B Y J OSEPH C OTTON
(GXFDWLRQDQG(QULFKPHQW
&RRUGLQDWRU
(YHU\RQH VHHPV WR NQRZ
WKDW WKH HFRQRP\ LV ZHLUG
ULJKW QRZ  $V &29,'
FDXVHV XQLTXH GLVUXSWLRQV WR
WKHHFRQRP\WKHUHDVRQVZK\
FDQ EH KDUG WR XQGHUVWDQG
ZLWKRXW WKH ULJKW FRQWH[W
7KLV DUWLFOH ZLOO XSGDWH \RX
RQ WKUHH PDMRU WKHPHV WKDW
DUHDIIHFWLQJWKHHFRQRP\
1. Supply chains are
bottlenecked
6LQFH WKH V WKH 86
HFRQRP\ KDV VKLIWHG DZD\
IURP PDQXIDFWXULQJ LQ IDYRU
RI  PRUH VHUYLFHRULHQWHG LQ
GXVWULHV%HFDXVHZHDUHPDN
LQJIHZHUSURGXFWVRQRXURZQ
VRLOZHKDYHEHFRPHPRUHUH
OLDQWRQLPSRUWV
:KHQ &29,' ILUVW KLW
PDQ\ RI  WKH FRXQWULHV ZLWK
ODUJH SURGXFWLRQ FDSDFLWLHV
³ PRVW LQ 6RXWKHDVW $VLD
³ ZHUH KLW WKH KDUGHVW ,Q
UHVSRQVH WR KHDOWK PHDVXUHV
ERWK SURGXFHUV DQG ORJLVWLFV
FRPSDQLHV ZHUH IRUFHG WR FXW
SURGXFWLRQDQGH[SRUWV
1RZ WKDW WKH &29,'
VLWXDWLRQ KDV VWDELOL]HG LQ
PDQ\RI WKHVHFRXQWULHVSUR
GXFWLRQKDVUHERXQGHG+RZ
HYHU JHWWLQJ WKRVH SURGXFWV
RXW RI  SRUWV LV VWLOO DQ LVVXH
,W KDV EHFRPH KDUGHU WR JHW
VKLSSLQJ FUDWHV EDFN WR PD
MRU SRUWV LQ 6RXWKHDVW $VLD

Photo courtesy of The Big Issue

7KH HFRQRP\ KDV EHHQ VWURQJO\ DIIHFWHG E\ &29,' IURP VXSSO\ FKDLQV WR LQÁDWLRQ WR HFRQRPLF
inequality. Firms such as Procter & Gamble are hiking prices, and computer chips are more expensive.

$V &29,' PDNHV PRYLQJ
SURGXFWV GRPHVWLFDOO\ PRUH
GLIILFXOW LQWHUQDWLRQDO VKLS
SLQJ FRQWDLQHUV DUH UHTXLUHG
WRPRYHIXUWKHULQODQGWRJHW
WKHSURGXFWVZKHUHWKH\QHHG
WREH
7KHVH SUREOHPV DUH H[
DFHUEDWHG ZKHQ WKHUH LV D
&29,' RXWEUHDN DW D NH\
SRLQWLQWKHVXSSO\FKDLQ
2. Inflation
,QIODWLRQ UHIHUV WR WKH DY
HUDJH LQFUHDVH LQ SULFHV IRU
JRRGV LQ WKH HFRQRP\ 7KH
)HGHUDO 5HVHUYH WDUJHWV DQ
LQIODWLRQ UDWH RI   DQG  
:KLOH WKH KHDGOLQH QXPEHU

IRULQIODWLRQLVKLJKDWWKDW
QXPEHU GRHV QRW WHOO WKH IXOO
VWRU\ VRPH SURGXFWV KDYH
EHFRPH FKHDSHU ZKLOH RWKHUV
KDYHEHFRPHPRUHH[SHQVLYH
7KHPRVWQRWDEOHSULFHLQ
FUHDVHKDVEHHQLQFRPSXWLQJ
FKLSV 6XSSO\ VKRUWDJHV RI 
WKHVH FUXFLDO FRPSRQHQWV DUH
UHIOHFWHG LQ VHYHUDO GLIIHUHQW
SURGXFWV )RU H[DPSOH FDUV
XVH VHYHUDO FRPSXWLQJ FKLSV
DQGKDYHEHFRPHVLJQLILFDQWO\
PRUHH[SHQVLYH
&RQVXPHUV KDYH DOVR VHHQ
DQ LQFUHDVH IRU WKHLU JURFHU\
ELOOV HVSHFLDOO\ IRU IRUHLJQ
SURGXFWV

Rhiney talks Xavier engagement
B Y J ESSE D OLOJAN
6WDৼ:ULWHU
(LJHO&HQWHU'LUHFWRU6HDQ
5KLQH\ WDONHG WR WKH 6WXGHQW
*RYHUQPHQW
$VVRFLDWLRQ
6*$  ODVW ZHHN DERXW LP
SURYLQJ;DYLHU·VUHODWLRQVKLSV
ZLWKWKHVXUURXQGLQJFRPPX
QLWLHV RXWVLGH RI  FDPSXV 2Q
6DWXUGD\ 5KLQH\ H[SODLQHG
KLV LGHDV IRU IXUWKHU FRPPX
QLW\ HQJDJHPHQW LQ DQ LQWHU
YLHZZLWKNewswire
'XULQJ WKH 6*$ PHHWLQJ
5KLQH\ VWUHVVHG ILQGLQJ ZD\V
WR OHDG VWXGHQWV WRZDUG VHU
YLFHEDVHG OHDUQLQJ H[SHUL
HQFHVXQLTXHWR;DYLHU
´7KHUHDUHDORWRI FXUULF
XODUEDVHG H[SHULHQFHV OLNH
$OWHUQDWLYH %UHDNV 6XPPHU
6HUYLFH LQWHUQVKLSV DQG WKH
%UXHJJHPDQ
)HOORZVKLS
WKHVH DUH DOO KLJKO\ HQJDJHG
LPPHUVLYH H[SHULHQFHV 6R
KRZPLJKWZHHQVXUHWKDWZH
FDQ JXLGH PRUH VWXGHQWV WR
ZDUGVWKDW"µ5KLQH\DVNHG
5KLQH\ VWUHVVHG HQJDJH
PHQWZLWKWKH(YDQVWRQFRP
PXQLW\ DQG H[SODLQHG WKH
ZD\VLQZKLFKWKH(LJHO&HQ
WHUKHOSVFRRUGLQDWHSURJUDPV
ZLWK(YDQVWRQ$FDGHP\2WK
HU SURJUDPV FRRUGLQDWHG E\
WKH (LJHO &HQWHU LQFOXGH WKH
2FFXSDWLRQDO 7KHUDS\ 3UR
JUDP DQG DQ DIWHUVFKRRO WX
WRULQJVHUYLFH

5KLQH\ DOVR QRWHG WKH (L
JHO&HQWHU·VLQYROYHPHQWZLWK
RUJDQL]DWLRQV WKDW FRQQHFW
DGXOWV ZLWK HPSOR\HUV LQ WKH
FRPPXQLW\
´, ZDV MXVW RQ D FDOO WKLV
)ULGD\ ZLWK WKH (YDQVWRQ
(PSOR\PHQW 5HVRXUFH &RQ
QHFWLRQ ZKLFK LV D FRPPX
QLW\OHG MREVEDVHG SURJUDP
WKDWLVQRZMXVWNLQGRI UHFRY
HULQJDQGJHWWLQJLWVOHJVDIWHU
WKHSDQGHPLFµKHVDLG
´7KHUH ZHUH WZR ;DYLHU
IDFXOW\ WKDW ZHUH JHQHURXVO\
JLYLQJWKHLUWLPHWRKHOSWKHP
WKLQN WKURXJK VRPH RI  WKH
QHZ LVVXHV DV WKH\ UHRSHQHG
DQG KRZ WKH\ VWUDWHJLFDOO\
PLJKW EH KHOSIXO DV ZHOOµ KH
DGGHG
7KH (LJHO &HQWHU ZDV
IRXQGHGLQE\-LP(LJHO
DIWHUWKH&LQFLQQDWLULRWV
7KH ULRWV EURNH RXW LQ UHDF
WLRQWRWKHNLOOLQJRI 7LPRWK\
7KRPDV E\ SROLFH 7KRPDV
ZDV D \HDUROG %ODFN PDQ
ZKRZDVVKRWZKLOHEHLQJDU
UHVWHG IRU QRQYLROHQW PLVGH
PHDQRUV
7KH ULRWV LQVSLUHG (LJHO
WR ILQG ZD\V WR HQJDJH ;DYL
HU ZLWK VXUURXQGLQJ FRPPX
QLWLHV VXFK DV (YDQVWRQ DQG
1RUZRRGDQGWRKHOSSURYLGH
WKHPZLWKUHVRXUFHVVLPLODUWR
WKRVHDFFHVVHGE\;DYLHUVWX
GHQWV
:KLOH5KLQH\EHOLHYHVWKDW

;DYLHU FXUUHQWO\ PDLQWDLQV
VWURQJ UHODWLRQVKLSV ZLWK WKH
VXUURXQGLQJ FRPPXQLWLHV KH
DGPLWWHGLWWRRNWLPHWREXLOG
WKHVHUHODWLRQVKLSV
´, FDQ WHOO \RX DQHFGRWDOO\
RXUUHODWLRQVKLSVZLWKWKHVXU
URXQGLQJ FRPPXQLW\ ZHUHQ·W
DOZD\V WKDW JUHDW ,W·V EHHQ D
GUDPDWLF LPSURYHPHQW LQ RXU
UHODWLRQVKLSV \HW ZH VWLOO
KDYHPXFKWROHDUQµ
5KLQH\ EHOLHYHV WKDW WKH
ZRUNEHLQJGRQHDWWKH(LJHO
&HQWHU KDV KHOSHG ;DYLHU HV
WDEOLVK FRQQHFWLRQV GULYLQJ
EHWWHU FURVVFRPPXQLW\ XQ
GHUVWDQGLQJ
´7KLV LV WKH RSSRUWXQLW\
ZHQHHGWREHSUHVHQWLQJWKDW
WUXO\FRPSOHPHQWVDQGGLVWLQ
JXLVKHV;DYLHUHGXFDWLRQµKH
VDLG
5KLQH\ QRWHG WKDW LP
SURYHG XQGHUVWDQGLQJ RI  WKH
VXUURXQGLQJFRPPXQLWLHVFDQ
KHOSVWXGHQWVDSSO\ZKDWWKH\
OHDUQ LQ FODVV WR FRQWHPSR
UDU\UHDOZRUOGLVVXHV
´ :KHQ \RXFRPHKHUHQRW
RQO\GR\RXOHDUQIURPZRUOG
FODVVH[SHUWVDERXWWKHVHSDU
WLFXODU DUHDV RI  LQWHUHVW EXW
WKHQ \RX DSSO\ WKRVH TXHV
WLRQV WKDW DUH EHLQJ UDLVHG LQ
\RXU FODVV LQ D UHDOWLPH VHW
WLQJDQGRIWHQZLWKYRLFHVWKDW
DUHGLYHUVHµKHDGGHG
7KH(LJHO&HQWHULVORFDWHG
LQ;DYLHU·V$OXPQL&HQWHU

'RPHVWLFDOO\ PHDW SDFN
LQJ IDFLOLWLHV KDYH EHHQ SDU
WLFXODUO\ VXVFHSWLEOH WR WKH
&29,'RXWEUHDNVFDXVLQJ
DQLQFUHDVHLQSULFHVIRUPHDWV
3HUVRQDO SURGXFWV KDYH
DOVRVHHQDSULFHLQFUHDVH&LQ
FLQQDWL FRPSDQ\ 3URFWHU 
*DPEOH UHFHQWO\ DQQRXQFHG
WKDWWKH\ZRXOGLQFUHDVHSULF
HVDFURVVWKHERDUG
0DQ\IDVWIDVKLRQUHWDLOHUV
KDYH VHHQ SULFHV LQFUHDVH GXH
WR WKH IDFW WKDW PRVW FORWKHV
DUH SURGXFHG LQ 6RXWKHDVW
$VLD)RUPDOFORWKHVWKRXJK
KDYHVHHQDSULFHGHFUHDVHEH
FDXVH PRUH SHRSOH DUH ZRUN

LQJIURPKRPH
,W·V QRW DOO EDG QHZV
WKRXJK &HUWDLQ JRRGV KDYH
DFWXDOO\JRWWHQFKHDSHUGXHWR
&29,' 6SHFLILFDOO\ UHQW
DQGHOHFWURQLFVWKDWGRQ·WXVH
D VSHFLILF W\SH RI  FRPSXWHU
FKLS ³ VXFK DV 79V DQG DX
GLRHTXLSPHQW³KDYHVHHQD
VOLJKWGHFOLQH
$GGLWLRQDOO\WKHODERUPDU
NHWKDVVWD\HGKRWHYHQGXULQJ
WKH SDQGHPLF <RX PD\ KDYH
KHDUG WKDW D ODERU VKRUWDJH
KDV EHHQ VZHHSLQJ WKH HFRQ
RP\ WKLV PHDQV WKDW ILUPV
QHHG WR FRPSHQVDWH ZRUNHUV
PRUH IRU WKHLU ODERU 7KLV LV
JRRG QHZV IRU DQ\RQH ORRN
LQJIRUDMRE³\RXVKRXOGEH
PRUHDJJUHVVLYHZKHQDVNLQJ
IRUSD\UDLVHVDQGQHJRWLDWLQJ
ZDJHVDQGVDODULHV
3. The rich become richer, and the poor become
poorer.
:KLOH ELOOLRQDLUHV KDYH LQ
FUHDVHGWKHLUVKDUHRI ZHDOWK
E\RYHUDWULOOLRQGROODUVVLQFH
WKH VWDUW RI  WKH &29,'
UHFHVVLRQ WKH ERWWRP 
KDYH VHHQ D VLJQLILFDQW GURS
LQ HDUQLQJV 7KH UHDVRQ IRU
WKLV ORSVLGHG UHFRYHU\ LV WKDW
WKHERWWRPLQWKHZHDOWK
GLVWULEXWLRQUHOLHVRQMREVWKDW
KDYH EHFRPH VFDUFHU GXULQJ
&29,' ZKHUHDV ZHDOWK
LHU SHRSOH KDYH H[SRVXUH WR
WKH VWRFN PDUNHW ZKLFK KDV
UHFRYHUHG VWURQJO\ VLQFH WKH
VWDUWRI WKHSDQGHPLF

The Lighter Side
Cheeky museums, sound science, Pop-Tarts
 0XVHXPV LQ 9LHQQD
$XVWULD KDYH RSHQHG DQ
DGXOWRQO\ 2QO\)DQV DF
FRXQW WR GLVSOD\ QXGHV
2FW 
 $PDQDWHDOOKLVPHDOVIRU
D \HDU DW D &DOLIRUQLD 6L[
)ODJV IRU  7KDW·V D
EDUJDLQPDWH 2FW 
 6RXQG VFLHQFH 3URWHVWRUV
IRU WKH FOLPDWH JURXS ,Q
VXODWH %ULWDLQ ZHUH OHIW
VSHHFKOHVVDIWHUD7DON5D

GLR KRVW FODLPHG WKDW
FRQFUHWH FDQ EH JURZQ
RQWUHHV 2FW 
 $QRWRULRXVIHORQ\WKHIW
FKDUJHRYHUFHQWVRI 
0RXQWDLQ'HZKDVEHHQ
GURSSHG 2FW 
 )UXLW\IHORQ\$ZRPDQ
LV VXLQJ IRU  PLOOLRQ
RYHU VWUDZEHUU\ 3RS
7DUWVZKLFKLQFLGHQWDO
O\ FRQWDLQ QR VWUDZEHU
ULHV 2FW 

Photo courtesy of commons.wikimedia.org

A woman is suing over a lack of strawberries in strawberry Pop Tarts.
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Libya to hold December elections
B Y I VY L EWIS
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Libyan Prime Minister
Abdul Hamid Dbeibah has
endorsed plans to hold a national election on Dec. 24, the
first direct presidential polls
since independence from Italy in 1951. Saif al-Islam, son
of Muammer Gaddafi, and
military strongman Khalifa
Haftar are expected to run.
According to the United
Nations, the election is intended to stabilize the region
after a decade of turmoil following the end of Gaddafi’s
reign in 2011. Libya has operated under an interim government since 2011, and sections
of the country remain under
military control.
The legislative election —
the first in Libya since 2014
— is expected to take place in
January.
“We support the efforts of
the higher election committee to hold (the vote) on the
planned date. I call for a wide
and effective participation
of Libyans in the elections,”
Dbeibah said at the Libyan
Stabilization Conference.
One of the candidates in
the upcoming election is al-Islam, son of Gaddafi. Before his
death, Gaddafi maintained his
regime in Libya for 42 years
and was strongly rebuked for
his nationalistic sentiments
and the political corruption
that led to severe poverty in
Libya.
“It is not impossible to see

a Gaddafi coming to power
in Libya in the distant future.
It is not completely unthinkable,” Emadeddin Badi, a specialist on Libyan politics, said.
Al-Islam’s bid for the presidency may be undermined due
to his criminal conviction by a
Libyan court and International Criminal Court arrest warrant. Other criticisms of his
bid for the presidency include
the increased complexity of
Libyan politics since the end
of his father’s control over
Libya.
“Even if he were to come
to power, it would be very difficult for him to establish his
authority throughout Libya,
given how fragmented the
country is,” Badi concluded.
Other Libyan politicians
have expressed intentions of
running, including military
commander Khalifa Haftar.
Eastern Libya is currently
under the de facto control of
Haftar.
After an unsuccessful attempt to hold an election in
2014, Libya has been operating as a series of factions controlled by militias and de facto
governments.
Following a ceasefire in
the conflict in 2020, a unity
government took control and
pledged to establish a national
election.
Politicians from the Middle
East and North Africa region
convened at last week’s conference to discuss stabilization
efforts in Libya, which has
experienced a lack of trust
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in government following
the NATO-backed uprising
against Gaddafi.
Gaddafi was killed in 2011
following an intense series of
conflicts between Libya and
a NATO-led coalition, due to
the insurgency movement and
attempts by Gaddafi’s forces to unlawfully claim nearby territories. The resulting
power vacuum destabilized
Libya and led to increased regional conflict.
Officials from France, Italy
and the U.S. also voiced their

support for a fair, transparent
election. Libyan officials have
stated that the upcoming election may provide Libya with
the stability it will need to
hold elections without international aid or interference.
Officials also expressed
hope that the elections will
get many voters involved with
the democratic process.
“I think there will be very
strong turnout for these elections, especially as there will
be direct presidential polls for

migrants as “Muslim invaders.”
Hungary directly undermines EU strategy, preventing its pursuit of a human
rights-based foreign policy.
And yet, the EU does nothing
beyond releasing hackneyed,
lukewarm statements against
Hungary’s human rights record. Orbán, meanwhile, continues to string the EU along,
just as Britney plays her headover-heels lover in her 2000
jam “Oops!... I Did It Again.”
It is time for the EU to let
Hungary and Poland know
that they’re “not that innocent.”
The EU could reform its
“Treaty on European Union”
to allow it to take direct action against human rights
abusers within its own borders. Yet, Hungary and Poland could work together to
block EU reform; individual
member-states can easily veto
large-scale initiatives, because
the bloc does not allow lasting
reform to be decided by a simple majority vote.
Allowing individual member-states to veto initiatives
makes lasting change within
the EU impossible. As Spears
observes in her 2008 jam
“Womanizer,” “I guess when
you have one too many, makes
it hard; it could be easy.”

So, unless EU countries
decide to apply the bloc’s current simple majority vote system to deciding human rights
disputes, the same problems
will continue to occur.
Change won’t happen unless EU member-states are
willing to inch closer to a
United States of Europe.
The choice here is a difficult
one — if initiatives can be
passed by a simple majority
of member-states, then this
erodes the sovereignty of individual member-states. But

the first time since Libya’s independence,” Imed al-Sayeh,
head of Libya’s High National Election Commission
(HNEC), said.
Analysts note that the election could further destabilize
the region if its outcome is
contested.
“The big question will be
whether or not … the integrity of the vote will be
questioned,” Anas el-Gomati, director of a Libya-based
think-tank, said.

Perspective: Britney Spears and the European Union
B Y S OPHIE B OULTER
World News Editor
A quick listen through
Britney Spears’ discography
can demonstrate the hypocrisy of the European Union.
OK, I know what you’re
thinking, but hear me out.
Presenting itself as a positive
force for human rights and
justice, the bloc purports to
exist in the liminal space between a washed out, trumpedup America and a belligerent,
Orwellian China. This is, of
course, a lie.
The EU is notoriously difficult to join. In moves reminiscent of Spears’ 1998 hit,
“...Baby One More Time,” the
Balkan States attempted to
join the bloc after receiving
encouraging messages from
the EU — “Give me a sign”
— only to be told that their
membership was denied, but
to try again next year after
improving their human rights
records. “Hit me, baby, one
more time,” indeed.
The bloc’s denial of membership to the Balkans is ridiculous, given the human
rights record of two of the
EU’s member-states. The illiberal democracies of Poland
and Hungary disregard human rights with impunity.
Poland’s ruling Law and

Justice Party continues to
wear down the independence
of its judiciary, passing a law
forbidding judges from criticizing judicial appointees
from Poland president Andrzej Duda. The Polish government uses COVID-19 as
an excuse to prevent peaceful anti-government protests
from occurring.
The Court of Justice of the
EU (CJEU) has warned Poland to respect human rights
actions, but the EU is unable
and unwilling to take direct
action against the state. The
CJEU’s warnings have done
little beyond questioning Poland’s actions — as Spears
queried in her 2003 banger,
“Don’t you know that you’re
toxic?” — and reinforce the
government’s impunity.
The situation in Hungary is similar, if not worse.
The Hungarian government
routinely questions the impartiality of the judiciary
and the media and encourages discrimination against the
LGBT+ community. Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor
Orbán and his Fidesz party
blocked EU initiatives to condemn human rights abuses in
Russia and China.
Orbán himself called migration into Hungary a “poison” and referred to Muslim

if initiatives can be blocked by
individual member-states, including human rights abusers,
then the EU has an ingrown
obstacle to its initiatives.
I can’t claim to have the answer to the age-old questions
with which the EU is grappling — sovereignty versus
supranationalism, the community versus the individual,
human rights versus national
interests — but I do know
of someone who can help us
think through them.
It’s Britney, b*tch.
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$1.74 is not a lot of money.
$1.74 can buy you a candy bar
with some change to spare or
a taco from Taco Bell. $1.74
can also buy you an ineffective
policy designed to shame and
punish Xavier students.
On Oct. 12, Kuhlman Hall
residents were notified that
they were being charged a
collective sum of damages
totaling $753. The acts of
“vandalism” were defined as
damage incurred to ceiling
tiles, exit signs and hallway
decorations among others.
I will be the first to admit
that college students make
questionable choices and that,
as adults, we should have to
face the consequences of our
actions. In fact, I have no issue paying the $1.74. The issue I have is that through the
repeated and default charging
of Xavier students, the administration has established a

Imagine being exhausted
from work. The day is almost
over, and you’re counting
the minutes until it’s time to
leave. When you make your
way to your car, all you can
think about is how miserable
life is right now. On the way
home, your mind drifts from
the office to your family. You
realize that your life isn’t as
bad as it seems, and you realize that life is better because
of the people you love.
As recently as 2019, more
than 60% of millennials and
Gen Zers prioritized making
money over having a family or strong relationships.
Seeing this statistic hurt
me a lot, because I believe
that family and friendships
should always be placed
above everything else. And
thankfully, I’m not the only
person who thinks this.
The Harvard Study of
Adult Development tracked
the lives of young males
from 1938 to the present day.
Participants were questioned
and given medical examinations, followed by interviews
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Stop blanket charges

policy of inaction and apathy.
For some context, I have
been a resident of Kuhlman
Hall for two years. When I
received the first warning of
impending damage charges on
Sept. 15, I was struck by how
similar it was to a message I
had received the prior year
concerning the same subject.
So, I scrolled through my
deleted mail to find a message
dating back to Sept. 24 detailing the same threat of group
charges for damages incurred
throughout the building —
damages that included ceiling
tiles, exit signs and hallway
decorations.
I was then made aware of
the same situation occurring
in Justice Hall, where there
was significant damage incurred to elevators that resulted in each resident being
charged $16.42 for a total of
$8,093.

When you consider that
the same residence hall noted the identical damages only
nine days apart two years in a
row — and in a separate residence where extreme damage
was repeatedly inflicted — it
prompts the questions of
whether the current charge
policy is effective.
The answer seems to be no.
It appears that Xavier is just
more comfortable charging
students passively than they
ever will be initiating active
policy, such as identifying the
specific student causing the
damage. This response highlights the disconnect between
administrators and students.
To be clear, I am not advocating for students to go unpunished; as previously stated,
we are adults and should we
choose to make adult decisions
that result in damage or vandalism, we should be charged.

However, as most of the
student body does not choose
to partake in vandalism, we
should not be lumped into the
minority. This makes us feel
isolated and out of touch with
our university and administrators as they judge us on the
actions ofa few.
The group punishment
tells us that we are no more
responsible for our lives than
when we were in kindergarten and put in a group timeout when someone disrupted
naptime.
Additionally, it is counterintuitive to the goal of Xavier, which is to develop strong
individual adults during their
four years on campus. We will
never truly know the meaning
of cura personalis if we don’t
care for the whole person in
the policies set forth by the
higher institutions.
Xavier, I implore you to

xaviernewswire.com

do better. Students, we must
do better, too. If we come together to work on cultivating
an atmosphere of mutual respect for not only the property around us but for our fellow
students and administrators,
then we will have the Xavier
community we were promised.

Avery Strychasz is a
sophomore business
analytics and marketing double major. She
is a staff writer for
Newswire from Cleveland.

Good relationships, good life
of their parents. Every two
years, an interviewer would
meet with the individual, ask
them more questions and assess their living situation.
As the researchers followed their lives, they began
to realize that good relationships resulted in a happier
and healthier life more than
anything else.
Psychiatrist
Robert
Waldinger, the fourth and
current director of this
study, said that there are
three pieces of evidence that
support this conclusion.
The first is that people
who are more socially connected to others tend to be
physically healthier than
people who are less connected to others.
The second point stated
that the quality of one’s relationships matters. People
who feel as if they are in a
close and loving relationship
are less affected by outside
factors around them.
For example, if a person
with poor relationships were
in physical pain, then their

pain would be magnified by
the pain they face from their
relationships. However, if
a person in strong relationships is faced with the same
amount of pain, then their
pain would be unaltered because of their stable emotional wellbeing.
Finally, good relationships help protect our brains.
Waldinger states that someone in a strong relationship
at 80 years old will retain
more memory than people
who lack a strong relationship.
Looking back at my personal experience in the
world, I wholeheartedly
agree with Waldinger’s conclusion and evidence.
During my sophomore
year of high school, I experienced trouble balancing
my life. At times, it felt like
I was going through the motions of school. There were
times when I hated myself
so much that whenever I saw
myself in the mirror, I wanted to punch it so I wouldn’t
have to look at myself. I felt

like I was living a lie; many
people saw me as a happy
person who could brighten
people’s day with my smile,
but in truth I was a mess. I
could barely hold myself together. And I never told anyone because I didn’t have it
in me to tell everyone that I
felt like I was lying to their
face.
But as soon as I started
to think about why I was in
such a terrible condition, I
realized that I had lost touch
with many of the people I
loved. I distanced myself
from my family and barely
talked to friends.
No one noticed anything
wrong with me except for
one of my teachers. When
no one else saw how broken
I was, he did — he was there
for me. He never acted like
he understood what I was
going through, but he was
always willing to listen to
me. He was one of the first
people — one of the only
people — who helped me
climb out of the personal
hell into which I cast myself.
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I didn’t realize it at the
time, but I formed one of my
strongest relationships ever
with him. I cannot understate what he means to me
and the role he has played in
my life so far. Through him,
I realized how powerful our
relationships can be and how
little things like saying hello
and smiling can have a massive impact on people and
their own lives.
Because of this, I believe
that our relationships should
be held above everything
else in life — without them,
we would not be able to function or ever be truly happy.

Jesse Dolojan is an intern for Newswire. He
LVDÀUVW\HDU(QJOLVK
and philosopy double major from Fort
Washington, Md.
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The worst music is country music

I would like to begin with
an apology to any listener
of modern country music. I
would like to apologize because I do not take any pleasure in bashing other’s musical proclivities. I strongly
believe everyone should listen to what they like. However, I would also like to
share my sympathy with all
those who willingly subject
themselves to country music. I truly am sorry.
I grew up listening to music. My dad introduced me to
the world of music and all
it has to offer. After family
dinner, we would all get together to do the dishes, and
my dad would turn on some
tunes.
The music I listened to
as a kid ranged. One night
could be heavy soul with
Norah Jones and Amy
Winehouse, while another
might be the raucous sounds
of early punk with the Clash
and Black Flag.
Good music taste and decent music listening habits
were instilled in me. By high
school, I was armed with a
strong foundation in music
and most importantly, a desire to listen to as much as
I could.
So, I did. I listened to
anything and everything I

could. With the example set
forth by my dad, I grasped
onto any genre I could —
any genre except country,
that is.
Throughout high school,
I discovered and explored
everything from Ethiopian
jazz to ‘90s indie and alternative rock. I listened to classic and new hip-hop, classic
rock, experimental electronic music, reggae, pop, punk
and more. Of course, there is
music that I haven’t listened
to, but there aren’t a lot of
genres that I haven’t given a
listen.
I consider myself both an
appreciator and aficionado
of music in general. With
that being said, I strongly
believe modern day country
music is about as bad as music can be.
When I am talking about
modern day country music, I am referring to people
like Jason Aldean, Thomas
Rhett, Morgan Wallen, Luke
Combs, Dierks Bentley and
the like. Each song features
the same few guitar tones,
the same few drum machines
or drum sounds, the same
tenor voice, the same lyrical
content and the same structure.
The problem with modern
country is its lack of diversi-

ty — diversity both sonically
and in the artists themselves.
Of the top 50 most-streamed
modern country artists on
Spotify, six are women and
the rest are similarly-aged
White men, all of whom use
the same sounding music. It
has been this way for many
years now. Modern country
has shown no growth yet
and certainly no willingness
to grow.
The crux of what makes
modern country so bad is its
lack of progression. Even
the broadest look at music in
the last 10 years will show
incredible progression.
A closer look at specific
genres will display the exact
same thing. Pop music now
has completely evolved from
pop in 2010. Sure, there is
still a formulaic feel to a lot
of pop on the radio, but at
least there are new sounds
every once and a while. The
only way to distinguish a
country song from 2010 and
now would be its release
date.
Music is built on diversity and progression. Without early rock like Bill Haley, there wouldn’t be early
rhythm and blues like Fats
Domino. Down the line, early R&B led to soul and disco;
disco led to alternative and

new wave rock and hip-hop.
The music lineage is a
constant progression of
completely different musicians with completely different backgrounds taking
established sounds and expounding upon them. There
is a distinct absence of this
in modern day country music.
This isn’t to say all country in music is bad. In fact,
some of the best music has
roots in country. Marty Robbins, Wilco, Son Volt, Dolly
Parton and Taylor Swift are
all luminaries in their own,
unique sects of country.
Each of these artists and
bands either inspired new
sounds or created their own.
They have similarities, but
they are each distinct in their
own right.
A comparison to modern
country reveals the staid and
stale nature that has become
of the genre. Instead of
lyrics about female empowerment, real experiences of
the American West or lyrics
with emotional and intellectual depth, modern country
does not seem to stray too
far from the formula.
Music is so amazing because of the endless discoveries that can be made. As
such, modern country is only
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doing a disservice to its listeners. There are no discoveries to be made in modern
country, as it’s all the same
and only remains the same.
While I am certainly in no
position to discount an entire
genre of music with such an
immense fan base, I can still
offer my dissatisfaction as an
avid music listener.
Modern country does not
have to be so bad. Innovations in sound and subject
matter can still be made. But
as the trend seems to indicate , modern country listeners always have the opportunity to branch out in the
expansive genre of country
in music.
I encourage you to give
Uncle Tupelo a listen. Harken back to the roots of
Hank Williams and Johnny Cash. Enjoy a refreshing
taste of Folklore. Branch out
and have fun; just be cognizant of modern country
music’s detriment to music

Marty Dubecky is a
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Muskie
Madness
returns
to
Cintas
Fans enjoy the return to full-capacity as men’s and women’s basketball open up season

B Y T ESS D ANOWSKI
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Thousands of students
and their family members
gathered in Cintas Center
last Friday to watch Xavier’s
Musketeer Madness kick off
the 2021 basketball season.
Because of COVID-19 restrictions, Cintas Center was
the fullest it had been since
Spring 2020, with more than
5,700 fans cheering from the
bleachers. This event gave
first-years a peek at this season and allowed upperclassmen to get reconnected with
their school spirit.
“The atmosphere was awesome,” Zach Klevit, a senior
sports management major,
said. “A packed Cintas Center
is one of the best parts about
going to Xavier, and my
friends and I really missed it
last year.”
The energy certainly was
high in the arena. The men’s
and women’s basketball
teams, cheerleaders, dance
team, pep band, Blue Blob
and students in the crowd all
proved their XU pride.
The night kicked off with
the presentation of the women’s basketball team, which
this year consists of 13 players. This was followed by
their three-point shootout
challenge, won by sophomore
Mackayla Scarlett with 14

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Sophomore guard Dwon Odom’s dunk over junior forward Jerome Hunter was one of the highlights of
Musketeer Madness last Friday. The event marked the start of the men’s and women’s basketball seasons.

points.
After this, the women’s
10-minute scrimmage was
won by the blue team, finishing a comeback after making
the score 17-16.
The basketball teams took
a break from the court while
other classic events hyped up
the fans, including the t-shirt
toss and raffle giveaway. The
dance team then brought the
energy up once again, performing to the song “Hard In
The Paint.”
“It was almost overwhelming, honestly,” Shea Koley,
first-year biomedical sciences major and member of the

dance team, said. “With all
the lights and music, it was a
lot, but it was very exhilarating.”
Before the men’s team
came out, the Blue Blob perfectly executed 12 consecutive somersaults, sending the
crowd into a fit of wild cheering.
The pep band provided
another layer of excitement
to Musketeer Madness, performing the XU Fight Song,
“Sweet Caroline,” “Seven Nation Army” and even their
very own rendition of “Crazy
Train.”
A similar cycle repeated

itself with the introduction
of the men’s basketball team.
Koley and the team stood on
the court and welcomed the
players as they came out of
the tunnel.
“They hype each other so
much. It was fun to watch the
team camaraderie” she added.
All 16 members of the
team were announced individually with the exception of
Zach Freemantle, who came
out alongside the coaches on
crutches. The men’s threepoint shootout challenge directly followed, in which senior Nate Johnson won with
a score of 15.

After the three-point
shootout, three members of
the men’s team competed in
a dunk contest, judged by fellow teammates, in addition to
Travis Steele’s son Winston.
When asked about her favorite part of Musketeer
Madness, first-year Philosophy, Politics and the Public major Alyssa Blandford
pointed to the dunk contest.
“I thought that the men’s
trick-shot contest was crazy, especially when that one
player jumped over his teammate,” she said, referring to
sophomore Dwon Odom’s
memorable dunk over his
6’8’’ teammate Jerome Hunter. This warranted a perfect
score from the judges, crowning Odom the winning dunker.
The night ended with the
men’s team scrimmage. The
white team led for the majority of the game, but senior blue team member Paul
Scruggs brought the score to
a 26-26 tie with a turnaround
jumper that beat the buzzer.
Klevit compared this year’s
event to the others that he has
attended.
“I have been to Musketeer
Madness before, but I think
this was the best so far, because there was so much anticipation to get back in Cintas after not being able to go
for over a year,” Klevit said.

Women’s soccer takes regular season Big East crown

The Musketeers will host the Big East Tournament semi-final and finals matchups
B Y J AKE G EIGER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Xavier women’s soccer
clinched the top seed in the
Big East Tournament after
two wins over Butler and
UConn. The Musketeers
head into the tournament
with a record of 16-1-1 and a
program-best ranking at No.
15 in the country according
to this week’s United Coaches
National Poll.
Xavier opened last week
with a home game against
the strong Butler Bulldogs.
Butler came into the match
ranked third in the Big East
with a record of 12-2-1. Xavier started the action early
with a goal in the 12’ minute
from freshman forward Chloe
Netzel. This made it her sixth
of the season, assisted by fellow forward sophomore Sonia Vargas.
Xavier held that lead
into the half and quickly
strengthened it by adding
another goal in the 59’ minute from freshman midfielder
Ella Rogers. Rogers now has
four goals on the season.
Xavier held Butler scoreless until the 89’ minute
when sophomore Bulldog Alli
Leonard capitalized off a corner kick from junior forward
Anastasia Savich to make it
2-1. Xavier held their ground

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Xavier women’s soccer capped off their one-loss regular season with a Big East regular season title,
NQRFNLQJRII%XWOHUDQG8&RQQ7KH0XVNHWHHUVÀUVW%LJ(DVW7RXUQDPHQWJDPHWDNHVSODFHQH[WZHHN

for the remaining few minutes to capture the victory,

improving their record to 151-1. Senior goalkeeper Olivia

Jenkins made five saves out
of six shots on goal. Senior

defenders Grace Brauer and
Hayley Jakovich played all 90
minutes in the win.
Xavier capped off their
season in Storrs, Conn. with
a showdown against the UConn Huskies at Morrone Stadium.
Xavier
secured
their
game-winning goal early in
the 6’ minute — as junior forward Emma Marcus crossed
it to Vargas to make it 1-0.
This lead would hold up
for the rest of the game as
Xavier’s defense stifled the
Huskies’ attack, allowing no
shots on goal for the first
70 minutes. UConn only finished with two shots on goal
the entire game, and Jenkins
earned her 10th shutout of
the season to lead the nation.
With this win, the Musketeers finish the regular season at 16-1-1 and 9-1 in the
conference. They also earned
home field advantage in the
Big East Tournament, as
they will host the semifinals
and finals at Corcoran Field.
Xavier’s first Big East
Tournament matchup will
take place next Thursday.
Their matchup be between
the winner of the No. 4 and
No. 5 seeds in the Big East
Tournament, who will be decided tonight. Currently, St.
John’s and Providence hold
the No. 4 and No. 5 seeds.
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Three moves the Reds should make
B Y J OE C LARK
6SRUWV(GLWRU

After a disappointing finish
to a once-promising season,
the Cincinnati Reds enter the
offseason with a handful of
important decisions.
Outfielder Nick Castellanos is likely to opt out of the
two years and $34 million
remaining on his contract,
and the Reds are unlikely to
re-sign him due to their already-high payroll.
Meanwhile, the Reds will
have to find a way to improve
a bullpen that was horrendous
for the better part of the season. If the Reds want to be a
contender, they need to make
smart, low-risk moves but
also not be afraid to spend
a little bit. Here are some
moves I think the Reds should
make that are in the realm of
possibility.
Sign at least two
relievers
Right off the bat, two guys
stand out as players the Reds
should go after: Red Sox reliever Adam Ottavino and
Twins reliever Alex Colomé.
The Reds need relief pitchers
who will be consistent and
reliable, and assuming Ottavino and Colomé hit the open
market, those two fit the bill
perfectly.
Both have some experience
closing games and have been
remarkably consistent, aside

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNURUJ

Shortstop Andrelton Simmons is a free agent the Reds should target this coming offseason. Simmons
provides value with his glove and can be a stopgap at shortstop until José Barrero is ready for the majors.

from a poor 2017 season from
Ottavino. Neither pitcher is
coming off a great season,
which is also important because it makes them affordable
for the Reds.
Cincinnati could probably
get both on identical two-year
contracts for $4 million a season. Neither signing would
be splashy, but the Reds don’t
need splashy.
If the Reds sign Ottavino
and Colomé and potentially find a way to re-sign Mychal Givens, then they have a
bullpen that, at the very least,
would be a pretty significant

improvement from last season.
Sign Andrelton Simmons
Reds fans looking at this
free agent shortstop class
probably have dreams of seeing Corey Seager, Carlos Correa, Trevor Story or Javier
Báez manning shortstop at
Great American Ballpark for
Opening Day 2022.
The problem is, the Reds
aren’t going to spend what
it’ll take to sign any of those
guys. José Barrero struggled
in limited action this year, but
he was the Reds’ 2021 Minor
League Player of the Year.

There’s a lot of potential
there, so even if the Reds did
manage to sign Story, they’re
blocking Barrero’s path to the
bigs.
Enter Simmons. He’s long
been one of the best defensive
shortstops in baseball, but last
year the bat didn’t come along
with the glove, as Simmons
hit a career-worst .223 with a
poor.283 on-base percentage.
However, he once again had
a fantastic year defensively,
which benefits the Reds more
than his bat would as it will
improve the pitching by default. The Reds won’t be able

Xavier announces Brandr partnership

B Y J OE L AURICH
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Last week, Xavier Athletics
announced a partnership with
The Brandr Group (TBG)
that will allow student athletes to profit off their Name,
Image and Likeness (NIL)
using Xavier’s official trademarks and logos.
The partnership covers all
19 varsity sports and opens
up opportunities for Xavier
fans to purchase apparel to
support their favorite players.
Some Xavier athletes took
advantage immediately when
the NIL policy was passed by
the NCAA on July 1. Many,
including men’s basketball junior forward Zach Freemantle
launched accounts on Cameo.
The partnership with TBG
will make it easier for players
to profit.
“This provides a great opportunity for Xavier Nation
to purchase items like jerseys,
t-shirts and other gear branded with the official Xavier
marks and support their favorite Musketeer student athletes. The arrangement with
TBG affords us another way
to assist our student athletes
in their efforts to monetize
their Name, Image and Likeness,” Athletic Director Greg
Christopher said.
Student athletes will have
the ability to opt into a group
licensing deal with TBG, and

to replace Castellanos’ production in the lineup if he
leaves, so they can try to mitigate it by improving defensively and saving runs.
Last year, Simmons saved
14 runs more than the average shortstop, which is pretty
low for him, as his career high
was 41 runs saved above average in 2017. The Reds should
give Simmons a one-year deal
around $7 million with a mutual option for 2023. Barrero
and Simmons can split time
at shortstop, and Barrero can
learn from one of the best
defensive shortstops of the
2010s.
Sign Kevin Pillar
If Castellanos leaves (and
I’m writing this under the
impression he will), then the
Reds will need some more
outfield depth.
The Reds have Aristides
Aquino and Shogo Akiyama
who could replace Castellanos
in right field, but neither of
those guys can get it done for
the whole season.
Pillar is another guy coming off a down year, but he
can play all three outfield
positions, is pretty solid defensively and has historically
shown the propensity to get
it done with the bat, as he’s a
career .260 hitter.
He could end up being a
nice, cheap depth signing for
the Reds.

Sports
Banter
LaMelo (can) Ball
Reigning NBA Rookie of the
Year LaMelo Ball has been
on a tear this season for the
3-1 Charlotte Hornets, averaging 22.8 points per game
along with 6.8 assists and
5.5 rebounds per game. It remains to be seen if Charlotte
can keep up their hot start,
but Ball looks like a star in
the making.

Tank for Kayvon
Oregon Edge Rusher Kayvon
Thibodeux had 9 tackles and
three sacks against UCLA
last weekend and is the oddson favorite to be the first pick
in the 2022 NFL Draft. In
other
words, Thibodeux will
Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer
be
a
member
of the Houston
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Texans
next
season.
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TBG will help find licensing
opportunities for student athletes. Student athletes are still
free to find NIL opportunities
on their own, even if they opt
in to the group licensing deal.
“For years, Xavier University has penned a story of
success across its athletics
program, and we’re looking
forward to partnering with
them to write a new chapter
for their student athletes,”

TBG CEO Wesley Haynes
said. “Through this group
licensing agreement, Musketeer players will be able to
benefit from various co-branded opportunities that span
Xavier’s merchandising portfolio,” Haynes continued.
“In this new era of collegiate athletics, group licensing offers the opportunity for
these student athletes to benefit financially from their NIL,

while also offering merchandise and sponsorship opportunities that promise to enhance
the fan experience,” he concluded.
Fans hope to be able to purchase official Xavier merchandise, including jerseys with
names and numbers, once
players opt into the group licensing program and TBG
enters into agreements with
school trademark licenses.

They’ll forgive you
Braves pitcher Charlie Morton apologized to his teammates for breaking his leg
during Game 1 of the World
Series on Tuesday night.
Morton pitched 2.1 innings,
striking out three, including
two after his leg was broken
on a comebacker. It doesn’t
seem like he has much to be
sorry for.
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“Voulez-Vous-hoo” for Mamma Mia
B Y C HLOE S ALVESON
Show Manager
Honey, honey, do I feel bad
for you if you missed out on
Xavier Theatre’s Mamma
Mia. This musical about love,
relationships and funky music deserves all of the money,
money, money I spent on a
ticket, and the cast deserves
all the love. I have a dream
that I will one day be a dancing queen like those on stage.
OK, enough of the puns. This
musical, though bumpy at
times, superseded my expectations and made for an energetic, fun-filled night.
Set in a colorful island off
the coast of Greece, Mamma
Mia portrays the story of
bride-to-be Sophie (played
by first-year Matti Cieplak)
searching for a father to walk
her down the aisle on her
wedding day. She sends out
three invitations to the men
of her mother’s past in hopes
of discovering her real father.
After much trial and error,
and many ABBA songs, Sophie recognizes the importance of independence, youth
and a mother’s love.
While I loved this rendition of Mamma Mia, the

musical opened with some
awkward choreography, an
adjective that can be utilized
throughout a few different
parts of the show. The actress
who depicted a young Donna
Sheridan, Sophie’s mother,
was a beautiful dancer, but the
direction did not do her talent
justice. “Honey, Honey” was
also off-kilter, as Sophie and
her friends did not exactly fill
the space.
However, I held out hope
for Donna (played by Lizzy
Sundstrom), and I am glad I
did. I’m not particularly a fan
of the song “Money, Money,
Money,” but with Sundstrom
at the helm, it quickly inspired
my confidence in the cast’s
ability to pull off a fantastic
production.
Sundstrom had both the
acting and singing expertise
to handle such an ambitious
role. By the end of the titular
song, “Mamma Mia,” I was
convinced she knew how to
take the stage, steal the audience’s attention and ultimately make everyone, including
her flings from 20 years ago,
fall in love.
Don’t get me wrong —
Cieplak has one of the loveliest voices, which uncannily

Photo courtesy of @xaviertheatre on Instagram

Xavier Theatre’s most recent production of Mamma Mia that graced the
stage for Family Weekend certainly wowed its audeience in each show.

resembles Amanda Seyfried’s
singing in my opinion. Donna’s friends (played by Anna
Snyder and Mia Helbig), were
also phenomenal. Snyder as
Tanya and Helbig as Rosie
acting capabilities were especially strong; I fully believed
Helbig was the comedic genius desperate for Bill, and
Snyder drank wine before 5
p.m. But alas, Sundstrom was
the driving force of the show,
in true Donna fashion.

Staff writer shares newest
book recommendation
B Y C AROLINE P ALERMO
6WDৼ:ULWHU

I used to devour books in
days. Unfortunately for my
parents, this meant I would
plead for them to take me to
the nearest bookstore once a
week — and there were only
so many books I could sneak
off my older brother’s shelf
without his annoyance.
But there came a point
where reading no longer excited me in the same way as it
did when I read Percy Jackson
or Harry Potter.
These characters felt as
real as my own flesh and
bones. I would dream of being
a part of their magical worlds.
The writing was so poignant
and strong, its wording still
lingers with me even now. But
the knock of dystopian books
(yes, Divergent) never held the
same weight or integrity as
the others.
So those late nights reading beneath the covers with
my flashlight ceased to exist,
as did my excitement for reading books altogether.
And then I found A Darker
Shade of Magic.
V. E. Schwab’s novel follows a young Antari magician
named Kell, one of the last of
his kind with the rare gift to
travel between the four parallel Londons — Red, Grey,
White and Black. Each has a
different history, ruler, society
and relationship with magic.

As for the leading men,
Andrew Normington, Dylan
Waters and Richie Pokrywka
were wonderfully cast. Pokrywka as Sam displayed an impressive maturity unexpected
from a first-year, Normington
as Harry managed a pretty
solid English accent and everything about Waters, including the saucy “Take a
Chance on Me,” exuded Bill.
Onto a more technical perspective, the set was gorgeous

but very underutilized. Compared to American Idiot, in
which actors were legitimately hanging off the scaffolding,
the use of the stage was underwhelming.
The lighting, however, was
a show-stopper. I was genuinely curious how the lights
would be implemented, with
the vivid and dramatic patterns.
The lights were almost
as spunky as the costumes. I
couldn’t tell if the costume
designers were going for late
‘80s or early 2000s, but it’s
Mamma Mia, so it worked. I
only wished that all actors remembered to take their masks
off before attempting to act,
sing or viciously dance on
stage. But hey, good demonstration for parent’s weekend
on what it means to be a true
Masketeer.
All in all, Mamma Mia was
incredible and had me longing
to be a super trouper myself.
I just hope that somewhere in
the crowd, there was you.

Total score:

A&E SINGLES

B Y E MILY C ROFT
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Photo courtesy of creativecommons.com

Kell serves the royal house in
Red London as an ambassador
who travels between the Londons delivering messages for
the royals.
Unofficially, Kell smuggles
magical items between the
worlds for buyers desperate
enough to see a glimpse of
magic. And in a smuggling
incident gone wrong, he flees
to Grey London, where Delilah Bard, a quick-witted thief,
finds him and blackmails him
into taking her along on an
adventure to return a sacred
artifact.
A Darker Shade of Magic is one of the most creative
novels to hit the Young Adult
genre in years. The 2010s saw
a surge in magical dystopian novels, with most being
a seemingly copy-and-paste
plot with updated names. Yet,
whereas those books had a
generally repetitive and dull
concept, Schwab took her

time to craft a tightly-woven
narrative.
There is no second-guessing from where this book may
have taken inspiration from or
to what it reads similarly. Instead, it’s the first book to feel
original in its concept — it
cannot be mistaken for anything else.
The magic system she designs is thought out with
great care, only elevated by
her world building skills, featured in not one but four separate worlds. Schwab does not
take shortcuts in her craft, and
it shines in its most glorious
scenes and shimmers softly in
the quieter moments.
Every character is just as
enticing as the last. Kell is a
rich, complex character with
layers that steadily unravel
throughout the trilogy.
He loves his magical abilities but hates the responsibility that comes with being an
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Antari. He’s infamous in Red
London for his status, but it
leaves him with little privacy
and freedom and a need for
deeper connections.
His foil, Delilah, is just as
three-dimensional as Kell:
thief with too much time on
her hands, no roots to tie her
anywhere and selfish and unsympathetic to anyone in her
wake. When they cross paths,
their interactions are electri-

fying; furthermore, they push
one another’s own arcs and
development into higher levels.
Schwab refuses to rush her
plot or characters. She takes
her time crafting a multiplex
world, characters, arcs and
even her own syntax.
For the first time in years,
it seems the YA genre has a
new worthy addition to add to
its collection.
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Spook the season with these flicks
B Y J ACKSON H ARE AND
S PENCER DE T ENLEY
6WDৼ:ULWHUDQG
*XHVW:ULWHU
With Halloween creeping around the corner, many
people will be revisiting their
favorite Halloween classics to
get in the spooky season spirit. That being said, it is dire
that people know which of
the many spooky movies they
should watch.
Brought to you by skeletons, ghouls, witches and other spooky creatures, here are
the top 10 Halloween movies
to watch while indulging in
a fine bowl of your favorite
chocolate candies.
1. The Nightmare Before Christmas
At number one with its
Tim Burton animation style,
The Nightmare Before Christmas follows King of Halloweentown Jack Skellington’s
exploration of the world of
Christmas.
Doubling as a Halloween
and Christmas movie, it reflects people’s capricious behavior; Oct. 31 is costumes,
candy and spooky skeletons,
but as soon as the clock strikes
midnight, people toss their
Halloween decorations into
storage and bring out their
Christmas trees.
The
Nightmare
Before
Christmas is especially known
for its memorable soundtrack,
including “This Is Halloween” and “What’s This?”
All in all, The Nightmare
Before Christmas covers all
the bases: comedy, attention-grabbing animation, musical value and romance.
2. It’s the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown
You cannot go through
spooky season without visiting Charlie Brown and his
friends in It’s the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown. This short
film earns its place not only
because it is a classic to which
everyone should pay tribute,
but because it is yet another
Halloween flick with adorable
characters, each with unique
and relatable personalities.
Naturally, everyone must

also honor cartoon celebrity dog Snoopy and his slapstick shenanigans. Lastly, we
could never forget Lucy, who
brought us one of the most
memorable Charlie Brown experiences: smoothly executing
a classic swipe of the football
right before Charlie Brown
could kick it, causing him to
fall flat on his back.
3. Hocus Pocus
In Salem, Mass. the Sanderson sisters Mary, Sarah and
Winifred return for Halloween riding upon their broomsticks and searching for children to help them regain their
power and become immortal.
In hopes to disrupt their
plan, teenagers Max, Dani
and Allison plan to steal their
spellbook to save the children
of Salem.
Of course, none of this
would be possible without the
help of the loveable Thackery
Binx, a once-human, immortal
black cat who single-handedly
destroys the black cat superstition with his feline charm.
Moreover, Hocus Pocus is
one of those movies where
the most memorable characters are the antagonists. The
three witches contribute an
evident comedic value to the
film, making their villainy
more relatable and enjoyable.
The kinship between the
trio is one to be envied: a sort
of connection that can only be
bested by a cat and three teenagers.
4. Ghostbusters
Who are you going to call?
The Ghostbusters, of course.
Ghostbusters is a timeless Halloween movie. As Ghostbusters Peter Venkman, Ray
Stantz, Egon Spengler and
Winston Zeddemore embark
on their paranormal adventures, we fall in love with their
quirky yet fun business of
ghost hunting.
In a final battle against Gozer, a Sumerian shapeshifting
god of destruction, Gozer
shapeshifts into the iconic
marshmallow-shaped ghost
we all love.
Ghostbusters
comes
in
fourth place for its fun plot,
its lovable characters and, of
course, its iconic theme song.
5. Beetlejuice
Beetlejuice,
Beetlejuice,

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP
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Beetlejuice! This cranky, odd
character from the beloved
Halloween movie Beetlejuice
really reminds us of the comedic value in scaring people.
In Beetlejuice, the recently-deceased Adam and Barbara
Maitland’s home has received
some new residents.
Now ghosts, the Maitland
couple seeks every way possible to scare the new homeowners out of their beloved
house. When their efforts are
thwarted, they seek the efforts
of Betelgeuse, a poltergeist
who specializes in “exorcisms
of the living.”
Beetlejuice receives fifth
place for being a funny, thrilling movie with the emblematic Betelgeuse as the spotlight.
6. The Addams Family (1991)
A movie based on the old
sitcom from the ‘60s of the
same title, this movie details
Gomez Addams’ attempts to
rekindle his relationship with
his brother Fester… or so we
think. Fester has been missing
for 25 years until he shows up
on the family’s doorstep,unexpectedly.
Elated at first, the family
accepts Fester back with open
arms and full hearts, but he
seems a bit off. As the movie
progresses, more quirks are
revealed about this crazy family.
The Addams Family is on
our Top 10 list due to its numerous twists and turns, lovable characters and its everlasting spot as one of the best
Halloween movies.
7. Monster House
Horace Nebbercracker, the
Ebenezer Scrooge of Halloween, embodies the classiccranky, old man trope, yelling,
“Get off my lawn!” and terrorizing the local kids.
After an incident sending
Nebbercracker to the hospital,
teenagers DJ and Chowder
form a trio with schoolgirl
Jenny Bennet to create elaborate plans to destroy Nebbercracker’s house after realizing
that the house itself is haunt-

ed. This movie earns its place
at number seven with its encapsulation of the Halloween
atmosphere with its eerie animation along with the comical
challenges of pubescent kids.
8. The Haunted Mansion
Forget the holiday spirit
bringing families closer together. In Disney’s The Haunted Mansion, Eddie Murphy’s
Jim Evers prefers traumatic
family vacations in haunted
mansions to express his love
for his family.
This so-called vacation is in
actually one of Jim’s real estate ventures but soon evolves
into the dark and traumatic
history of a family that once
lived in the mansion. After
bumping into ghosts and
creepy crypts within the mansion, the family quickly realizes they must escape, making
for a comedic and captivating
movie.
9. Casper

Everyone’s second favorite
blob-like character (after the
Blue Blob of course) is Casper
the Friendly Ghost. This family-friendly ghost takes a loving and adorable twist on a
typically spooky apparition.
Casper falls head over heels
for Kat, a human girl, after
she and her afterlife therapist
father move into the mansion
Casper is haunting.
Sadly, Kat’s father is trying
to rid the house of ghosts,
leading to a complex relationship between the three characters.
Casper is on our top ten list
for the endless joy that such a
charming young ghost gives
to viewers each year as well
as its timeless humor and feelgood moments.
10. Halloweentown
Sitting at number 10 is Disney original Halloweentown,
which follows the coming of
age of Marnie Piper. Piper is
a young girl who has just discovered she comes from a family lineage of witches and is
exposed to a town whose citizens consist of ghouls, ghosts,
zombies and more.
This Disney flick is a perfect way to get into the Halloween spirit. In a world
where spooky and mythical
creatures roam about daily,
the town is threatened by a
great evil none other than a
bitter ex-boyfriend.
Not to mention, there is an
entire Halloweentown trilogy,
great for a late-night watch
party marathon.
There you have it: a list of
the top Halloween movies to
watch this spooky season. So
grab a basket of candy, sit
down and relax with friends
for a Halloween movie marathon.

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RIÁLFNUFRP
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Night on Victory Parkway
From Wikispookpedia, where students get the answers to their theology homework.

Night on Victory Parkway is a 2021 fantasy comedy directed by Robert Warfel. It tells the story of
a depressed XUPD officer who gets demoted to
night patrolman on the campus of Xavier University and accidentally stumbles upon the curse
of Father B. which causes the religious statues
around campus to come alive under the gleam of
the moonlight.

Night on Victory Parkway

Aries: Murdered by a serial killer.
And not even a fun one with a cool
costume or calling card, just a
boring, regular one.

Plot

Taurus: An alien bursting out of

Scott Free is a campus security guard down on his
luck who feels like his life is slowly deteriorating.
After failing to reach his ticket quota, Free gets
put on night patrol. But once night falls, Scott
discovers something peculiar: The campus icons
come alive!
Patrolling around Smith Hall, Free gets a big ole’
Theatrical Release Poster
dose of Catholic guilt from Mother Theresa as she
Directed by
Robert Warfel
berates him for not calling his mom every SunScreenplay by
Willem Dafoe
day. After promising to do better — and five “Hail
Produced by
Willem Dafoe
Marys” — Free thinks he is home free. Until he
Poster by
Griffin Brammer
walks down the stairs to see both the Saint FranRun time
232 Minutes
cis’ playing Beer Pong!? Whenever St. Francis
Budget
$110 Million
Xavier isn’t looking, Assisi’s tiny deer jumps up
Box office
$5 and an Oscar
and knocks off one of the cups!
Mayer weiner
It isn’t until Free meets up with D’Artagnan that
Scott discovers the true meaning of the Jesuit values. After a quick one-v.-one in the
Cintas Center, Scott finds out what he has truly been missing in his life: Caf dinners
cooked by James E. Hoff himself.

Cast
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

The Stars Pred ict
Your Death

Kevin James as Officer Scott Free
Dame Judi Dench as Mother Teresa
Timothée Chalamet as St. Francis of Assisi
Owen Wilson as Tiny Deer
Steve Buscemi as St. Ignatius
Willem Dafoe as D’Artagnan
Will Smith as Father James E. Hoff
Sir Patrick Stewart as St. Francis Xavier

Cancer: Blood drank by a vampire.
This won’t be one of those nice vampires that bites you and turns you
into one of them. This’ll be one of
those jagoffs who just suck you dry
and leave you in their basement.
Leo: Food Poisoning. This one’s
on you. Why the hell would you get
sushi at UDF?
don’t even taste good; he’s just
going to chew you up then spit
you out.

Libra: Drinking Cincinnati tap
water. Mmmm, that sweet taste of
of lead and radon.

UDF: A Paranormal Investigation
and

Gemini: Too much swag. Excruciating pain will define the final months
of your life. Recovery will be
agonizing after the doctors unsuccessfully attempt to surgically
remove the excess swag. Your dying
words will be “#YOLO.”

Virgo: Eaten by King Kong. You
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By Melissa Navarra

your chest. This is one of the
lamest ways to die — so cliche.

julia Lankisch

Staff Writers

Have you ever seen the UDF on the corner of Montgomery and Dana empty? Nearly all
who know the place would not be able to say they had.
Strangely, several eyewitnesses who had been near the 24/7 gas station at 11 p.m. on
Wednesday reported that the premises were completely deserted, but the lights inside the convenience store were still on.
“Yeah bruh, UDF did not come in clutch last night. Me and the boys stopped by, and
we couldn’t get in to hit up the beer cave,” one student said. “Fr?” a Newswire correspondent
asked. “Fr,” he responded.
The empty neighborhood staple sent shockwaves through the Norwood community. Its
frequent patrons were forced to go to the sketchier UDF down the street. The same question
lingers in the minds of all affected: Where did everyone go? The typically-buzzing building
had been stripped of its life, and our investigative journalists at the Newswire were determined
to get to the bottom of it.
Immediately after arriving at the scene, our staff detective noted that the parking lot was
lit by a full moon. This was strange, because five minutes earlier the moon had been crescent-shaped. She also reported that there was, in fact, no one working or shopping inside, and
no one pumping gas or hanging out outside.
Several pairs of glowing eyes could be seen staring from the bushes
across the street, according to journalists present. Our detective said she
experienced the classic movie moment where as she was looking at the eyes
a comically large truck drove by and once it had passed, the eyes were gone.
After being on the scene for a comically short amount of time, the team came
to their conclusion: that UDF is run by werewolves. This discovery is massive and
should hopefully result in Pulitzers for those involved in breaking the news.
This type of investigation proves exactly why Newswire is the most vital
organization on Xavier’s campus. Below you’ll find a link to a petition to have all
of SAC’s massive budget transferred to the Newswire so we can hire essential staff
detectives and a paranormal investigator. Please consider signing, and make sure to
avoid UDF after 11 p.m. for your own safety.

Scorpio: Mauled to death by the
cast of Xavier’s Mamma Mia!. You
shouldn’t have said you preferred
American Idiot.
Sagittarius: Death by hotness.
Seeing someone who is too sexy
can be deadly for someone with
your Christian sensibilities. And
who’s the hunk who’ll do you in?
Young Buzz Lightyear, of course.
Capricorn: Ego Death. This is what
happens when you take too much
acid and think you’re God.

Aquarius: Choking on your own

spittle. A fitting end for a
half-witted buffoon such as yourself.

Pisces: Old age. This is the
most horrific fate of them all, as
you’ll actually have to live out
the rest of your miserable life.

https://chng.it/S7GRvC6CSD
BY TESS BREWER

